Hello, Ted Reader!

Valentine's Day may be over, but we're spreading extra love this month with the launch of our official monthly newsletter, exclusively for members!

We hope you're excited about joining the TED Member community, as we're sharing stories, insights, and conversations to empower members worldwide and support TED's mission. If this is your first time receiving a TED and you've just joined, we hope you enjoy our thoughtful members.

TED Speaker Updates

Engagement Manager, TED Memberships
Kirsten Holtz Naim

Cheers,

like to see in this newsletter? We'd love for you to help us shape it.

That's all for now! We hope that you feel the love from all of us at TED.

Learn more here

Upcoming Membership Exclusive Event

soon.

Want to know more about the amazing people at TED? Here's where we will introduce you to the people and stories that make up the TED community. In the upcoming newsletters we want to feature you, our Members! More information will be provided you to the people and stories that make up the TED community. In the upcoming newsletters we want to feature you, our Members! More information will be provided

TED Member Spotlight

*use password: tedmember

Check out the full conversation here

TED Talk of the Day

"I completely considered that while I was in the air and on an airplane, the ability to have a better to still we and our all and our all impression over time."
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